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• Crystal meth is used to enhance and/or enable sex  

“How to say this? What I find on crystal, I kind of enter into a 
special space.  A particularly sexual, sensual space” in which 
“every touch is enhanced”.

• Isaiah Green, Adam, and Perry N. Halkitis. "Crystal methamphetamine and sexual sociality in an urban gay 
subculture: An elective affinity." Culture, Health & Sexuality 8, no. 4 (2006): 317-333, p. 323.



• Crystal meth is used to deal with negative affects associated 
with being HIV positive

“When I found out I was HIV +, I didn’t know what was going to happen.  
I didn’t know what to expect with HIV.  I didn’t know where I was going. 
But after I started using [crystal] – I started making some positive 
choices in my life.  And actually I think I did some pretty good things.  It 
helped me.  I don’t know how I would have ever got started again”

• Semple, Shirley J., Thomas L. Patterson, and Igor Grant. "Motivations associated with methamphetamine use 
among HIV+ men who have sex with men." Journal of substance abuse Treatment 22.3 (2002): 149-156.



‘Dosed’, short story by Tony Valenzuela, 2006

I want to get twisted, gnarly high on Tina where I don’t care about tomorrow 
and yesterday and time is reduced to an acute yen for body parts

On crystal, all that remains of me is my body with its moist orifices, ravenous 
as summer tornadoes. I am, otherwise, held in glorious suspension from the 
nuisance of the day’s worries. I am erased of complicated history, like high 
school textbooks in the South. There is only lust here now, an empire of 
prurience whose frontier plots against the horizon: orgasm is defeat, is 
desire’s drowning



“Being forced to think, over a prolonged period, that I might die sooner rather than 
later, was like dying over and over again, taking stock of my achievements, saying 
my goodbyes in a sentimentally overwrought imagination, until the notion sat with 
me, worn and familiar. Now, not dying was the resurrection, the survival day by 
day”

Valenzuela, 2004, ‘The day we didn’t quite manage to smuggle some k’


